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Flexibility to Adapt in the
Changing World of Work
Planview FLEX
The need to drive innovation for products, services, and customer experiences is fundamentally challenging the traditional ways in which teams
have worked. To improve responsiveness and speed delivery, many teams are now practicing lean and agile ways of working. Others have moved
away from structured methodologies, instead using a collaborative approach to “get work done”. For some, traditional project methods continue
to be best suited for their delivery requirements and team culture. Today’s enterprise is embracing a combination of these work approaches to
increase the success rate of strategic delivery.
Every organization is seeking the right balance in ways of working, both for today and the future. To support a hybrid work environment, PMO and
EPMO leaders, executives, and stakeholders need to find a way to give teams the right tools to deliver outcomes. With the pace of change, what
these dynamic and evolving teams need today may not be what they need tomorrow, next quarter, or next year.
Planview Enterprise One™ and Planview PPM Pro™ customers have the ability to decide the right work experience and tool for the type of work
being delivered. Organizations can leverage all capabilities of Lean-Agile and collaborative work, as well as traditional PPM capabilities, and can
easily switch between experiences as teams and ways of work change. Ultimately, all work delivered is tied back into the integrated strategy and
portfolio plans that provide stakeholder visibility, drive organizational alignment, and enable enterprise-wide transformation.
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With Planview®, customers can take advantage of:

 Hybrid Ways of Working – Embrace different ways of
working across the organization by empowering teams with
purpose-built tools for each delivery approach – Lean-Agile,
collaborative work, or traditional projects.

 Integrated Strategic and Portfolio Planning – Ensure
strategic alignment and balance capacity and demand across
all work and delivery methods.

 Flexibility as Teams Evolve – As ways of working change in
your organization, take advantage of the flexibility to switch
between execution tools and delivery approaches that best
suit the work.

 Performance Analytics and Reporting – Measure progress
and communicate status with program and portfoliolevel dashboards and analytics that give stakeholders and
executives clear understanding and actionable insights.

Flexibility to Choose the Best Tool and Approach for Work Delivery
Organizations are no longer tied to a “one-size-fits-all” process or way of delivering work. Planview Enterprise One and Planview PPM Pro
users can leverage different delivery experiences, adapting to the needs of the work while ensuring overall strategic alignment across all
teams and methods used – whether teams are moving toward more agile ways of working, needing collaborative workspaces, or continuing
with traditional PPM methods.
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Teams can use lean and agile methods to
accelerate delivery and innovation.

Teams can use a collaborative experience
to interactively track, manage, and deliver
assigned tasks, unstructured work, and
projects.

Some project teams and managers have
known, clear-cut objectives and need to
deliver work in a phased, prescriptive, and
planned approach. Whether using waterfall,
milestone-driven, or iterative methods and
practices, a traditional PPM experience is a
proven option.

• Enterprise Kanban boards allow teams to
visualize work, driving clarity, alignment,
and focus on key objectives
• Dependency management gives teams
the ability to coordinate work and pave
the way for integrated delivery. Lean
metrics provide the basis for continuous
improvement
• Adaptive workflows offer teams the
flexibility to use any process such as
Scrum, Kanban, Scrumban, etc. to achieve
continuous flow of value

• Team members (co-located or
dispersed) and project leads (whether
formal or “accidental” project
managers) can leverage project,
roadmap, and team workspaces, giving
users the ability get work done in an
all-in-one collaboration tool
• Plan project work delivery, delegate
tasks, collaborate on cards and
documents, and track progress using
integrated Kanban boards, Gantt charts,
and other dynamic communication tools
to increase project team efficiency

• Give team members a focused way to
understand assignments, log their actuals,
and update status tied to projects and
programs within a PPM-centric timesheet
• Actuals directly feed the project plan to
highlight variances and draw the project
manager’s attention to potential issues
and trends before they impact delivery
dates and costs for projects, programs,
and the overall portfolio

Plan for the new ways of working. Learn how Planview can partner
with your organization to connect strategy to delivery in the
changing world of work.
Email us at market@planview.com.
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